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Reexamining the Surname Bai (白・帛)
of People from Ancient Kucha
Appearing in Chinese Sources
衾From the Former Han Period through the Sui Period衾
SAITÔ Tatuya
From the Later Han period on, people from the Western regions in
China gradually adopted surnames typical of their countries of origin. This
type of surname is called huxing 胡姓. Therefore, a study on huxing is
important for tracing those peopleʼs activities in China in Chinese
literature. The people from Kucha are no exception, and they are
commonly believed to have continued using the surname Bai (白 or 帛)
since the Later Han period. This paper reexamines the prevailing theory.
This paper investigated the names of successive kings of Kucha,
focusing on Baiba白霸 and Baiying白英, stated in Houhan shu後漢書, and
Baichun帛純, in Shiliuguo chunqiu 十六國春秋 (partly surviving through
quotations). The Bai included in these names has long been believed to be
their surname. However, the letter Bai (白 or 帛) is not omitted, even
though the names of such kings consecutively appear in such literature. In
Chinese literature, it is a common practice to state oneʼs surname just once
and omit it thereafter, when a name is stated multiple times. From the
perspective of this practice, the names Baiba, Baiying, and Baichun are
considered first names, not including surnames.
In the third and fourth centuries, some Buddhist monks from foreign
countries that were active in China had the surname Bai. The
reexamination of this fact indicated no conclusive evidence that the use of


































that, just because Fotudeng 仏圖澄 and Shilimi 尸梨蜜, Buddhist monks
from theWestern regions, had the surname Bai, they cannot be said to have
originated from Kucha.
Considering those observations and other related records, we have
concluded that the custom for the royal family and the people from Kucha
to adopt the surname Bai did not start in the Later Han period. We believe
this custom was established sometime from the Sui period to the Early
Tang period, which is later than commonly believed.
Library Staff,
International College
for Postgraduate Buddhist Studies
